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1
THE PARANOID STYLE IS AMERICAN POLITICS
If men define situations as real, they are real in their consequences.

—William and Dorothy Thoma

On January 30, 1835, as Andrew Jackson exited a congressman’s funeral, an assassin drew a weapo

and pointed it at the president. The pistol misfired. The gunman pulled a second weapon from h
cloak. Though loaded, it too failed to fire. The cane-wielding Jackson and several bystanders subdue
the would-be killer, an unemployed housepainter named Richard Lawrence. Lawrence later informe
interrogators that he was King Richard III, that Jackson had killed his father, and that with Jackso
dead “money would be more plenty.” 2 He was judged insane and committed to an asylum, where h
died three decades later. Lawrence was a lone nut.
Or at least that was the official story. It wasn’t long before two witnesses filed affidavits claimin
to have seen Lawrence at the home of the Mississippi senator George Poindexter shortly before th
attack. Poindexter was a noisy opponent of the Jackson administration, and pro-Jackson newspape
accused the senator of plotting the president’s murder. So did Jackson’s allies in Congress, wh
quickly convened an investigation. Jackson himself told bystanders after the assault that the shoot
had “been hired by that damned rascal Poindexter to assassinate me.”3
Some of Jackson’s critics countered by suggesting that the president had staged the assault to gai
public support, and that this explained why both weapons had failed. And many Jacksonians pointe
their finger at John Calhoun, the South Carolina senator and former vice president, arguing that if h
had not been directly involved in the assassination attempt, he had at the very least incited it with
speech denouncing Jackson as an American Caesar.4
When the Republican writer John Smith Dye described the crime twenty-nine years later, he saw a
even more devilish plot at work. Calhoun might not have been directly involved in the assault, Dy
conceded: “Whether this man was induced to attempt to murder the President by listening to h
defamer making speeches in the Senate . . . or whether he was secretly hired to assassinate him, Go
alone can determine.” 5 But Dye believed that Calhoun had been a part of a larger force, the Slav
Power, that would have benefited if Jackson had been put in the ground. And the Slave Power, Dy
informed his readers, was more than willing to kill a powerful man to get its way.
In 1841, for example, President William Henry Harrison told Calhoun he wasn’t sure he wa
willing to annex Texas, which southerners wanted to add to the union as a slave state. Harriso
promptly died. Officially the cause of death was pneumonia, but Dye was sure that arsenic was

blame. Nine years later, Dye continued, President Zachary Taylor opposed the Slave Power’s agend
in Cuba and the Southwest, and so he was killed by the same poison. And when President-elect Jame
Buchanan prepared to make some appointments of which the slaveocrats disapproved, Dye declare
he narrowly survived one of the most elaborate assassination plots ever conceived.
On February 23, 1857, according to Dye, southern agents poisoned all the bowls containing lum
sugar at the National Hotel in Washington, D.C. Southerners, he explained, drink coffee; coffe
drinkers use pulverized sugar; so the southern diners would be spared and the tea-drinking norther
diners, including Buchanan, would be wiped out. The future president barely survived the illness th
followed. “Intimidated by the attempted assassination,” Dye wrote, Buchanan “became more than ev
the tool of the slave power.”6
There is little evidence for Dye’s explosive charges. You can make a case that Harrison’s doctor
did more to hurt than to help the ailing president, but no more than conjecture supports the idea th
anyone deliberately killed him.7 Coroners debunked the belief that Zachary Taylor had been poisone
when his body was exhumed in 1991. And Buchanan was not even present in Washington on Februar
23, 1857, though dysentery did break out at the hotel when Buchanan stayed there a month earlier an
again when he returned for his inauguration. Today the outbreaks are usually attributed to a sewag
backup that contaminated the inn’s food and water, but at the time several stories circulated blamin
poisoners for the illnesses, with the suspects ranging from a Chinese cabal to a band of homicid
abolitionists. Inconveniently for Dye’s tea-and-coffee thesis, the dead included a souther
congressman, John Quitman of Mississippi.
But when Dye’s book The Adder’s Den was published in 1864, the country was at war with th
South, and when a new edition appeared two years later, under the title History of the Plots an
Crimes of the Great Conspiracy to Overthrow Liberty in America , the nation was still reeling from th
assassination of Abraham Lincoln. 8 In that atmosphere, a book that feels like a 1970s conspirac
movie set in the antebellum era received a respectful notice in The New York Times and was excerpte
in the Chicago Tribune;9 Republican papers praised it in Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Trenton, and Ne
York City, and in Pennsylvania even the Democratic Easton Express proclaimed it “the most powerf
book of this century.”10

Richard Lawrence attempts to kill Andrew Jackson, National Archives

Nor did Dye invent his theories from nothing: He drew on rumors that had been floating throug
Whig and Republican circles for years. After Lincoln was elected—well before Dye’s book appeare

—several supporters of the incoming president sent letters warning him to watch out for the plotte
who had killed two of his predecessors. “General Harrison livd but a Short time after he was Instal
in office,” one concerned citizen pointed out, and “General Taylor livd but a short time after he too
his seat. . . . You Sir be careful at the Kings table what meat and drink you take.” 11 Another lette
informed Lincoln that “I have often heard it stated by Physicians, that it was an undoubted fact, th
our two last Whig Presidents, Gen’s Harrison & Taylor, came to their sudden and lamentable ends, b
subtle poisons, administered in their food at the White House.”12
After Lincoln died, at least two prominent ministers—George Duffield of Detroit and William
Goodwin of Connecticut—worked the supposed murders of Harrison and Taylor into their sermon
Reverend Henry Ward Beecher not only invoked their alleged assassinations in an article for The Ne
York Ledger but added the antisecessionist Democrat Stephen Douglas to the list of victims, writin
that he had been killed because his position in the party “made him one of the most efficie
champions against the Rebellion.”13 During the effort to impeach Lincoln’s southern successo
President Andrew Johnson, Representative James Mitchell Ashley of Ohio brought up the same ol
accusations, declaring that Harrison, Taylor, and Buchanan had been “poisoned for the expres
purpose of putting the vice presidents in the presidential office.”14
And in May 1868, an extraordinary article in the New-York Tribune managed to out-Dye Dy
accusing a Democratic conspiracy of engineering the city’s malaria outbreaks. After commenting tha
Zachary Taylor “fell under the malarious vapors of Washington and died” because he was prone t
“acting honestly and straightforward,” the Tribune writer claimed that Washington in subsequen
years “was free of malaria—that is, for Democrats; but when the new Republican party began to ga
strength, and it was possible that they might become the ruling power in Congress, the water o
Washington suddenly grew dangerous, the hotels (particularly the National) became pest-houses, an
dozens of heretics from the Democratic faith grew sick almost unto death.” The contagions continue
until Lincoln put “the walls and springs of the Capital” under “the care of loyal soldiers,” ending th
outbreaks. But after Lincoln was deposed, the pattern returned: Right before the vote to impeac
Johnson, “we had a return of that bad water, and two or three Senators—Republicans, mind you—ar
prostrated with sudden illness. What does it mean? Why does it happen that whenever the current se
against the Master Demon of Slavery (and never at any other time), we find the air, and the water, an
the whisky of Washington full of poison?”15
The assassination theorists weren’t the only Americans worried about conspiracies of slaveholder
Dye didn’t coin the phrase “Slave Power.” The term was common currency in the North, where it wa
used to describe the political influence of the planter elite. This was not in itself a conspiracy theor
but it often adopted a conspiratorial coloring. In the words of the historian Russel B. Nye, the Slav
Power had an alleged agenda to extend slavery “to the territories and free states (possibly to whites
and “to destroy civil liberties, control the policies of the Federal government, and complete th
formation of a nationwide ruling aristocracy based on a slave economy.” 16 Lincoln himself believe
that he could “clearly see” a “powerful plot to make slavery universal and perpetual,”17 and in h
famous House Divided speech he engaged freely in conspiratorial speculation.18
Senator Henry Wilson, later to serve as Ulysses S. Grant’s vice president, put the idea bluntly
“Slavery organized conspiracies in the Cabinet, conspiracies in Congress, conspiracies in the State
conspiracies in the Army, conspiracies in the Navy, conspiracies everywhere for the overthrow of th
Government and the disruption of the Republic.”19 Meanwhile, southerners had elaborate conspirac
theories of their own, blaming slave revolts, both real and imagined, on the machinations of rebellion
stoking abolitionists, treacherous land pirates, and other outside agitators.

It was a paranoid time. In America, it is always a paranoid time.

Pundits tend to write off political paranoia as a feature of the fringe, a disorder that occasionally flare
up until the sober center can put out the flames. They’re wrong. The fear of conspiracies has been
potent force across the political spectrum, from the colonial era to the present, in the establishment a
well as at the extremes. Conspiracy theories played major roles in conflicts from the Indian wars o
the seventeenth century to the labor battles of the Gilded Age, from the Civil War to the Cold War
from the American Revolution to the War on Terror. They have flourished not just in times of grea
division but in eras of relative comity. They have been popular not just with dissenters an
nonconformists but with individuals and institutions at the center of power. They are not simply
colorful historical byway. They are at the country’s core.
Unfortunately, much of the public perception of political paranoia seems frozen in 1964, when th
historian Richard Hofstadter published “The Paranoid Style in American Politics.” 20 Hofstadter s
out to describe a “style of mind” marked by “heated exaggeration, suspiciousness, and conspiratori
fantasy,” detecting it in movements ranging from the anti-Masonic and anti-Catholic crusades of th
nineteenth century to the “popular left-wing press” and “contemporary right wing” of his time.
flawed but fascinating essay, “The Paranoid Style” is still quoted frequently today. Half a century o
scholarship has built on, rebutted, or otherwise amended Hofstadter’s ideas, but that work rarely ge
the attention that “The Paranoid Style” does.
That’s too bad. The essay does contain some real insights, and if nothing else it can remind reade
that conspiracy theories are not a recent invention. But it also declares that political paranoia is “th
preferred style only of minority movements”—and, just to marginalize that minority some more, th
it has “a greater affinity for bad causes than good.” 21 In an earlier version of his article,22 Hofstadt
went further, claiming that the paranoid style usually affects only a “modest minority of th
population,” even if, under certain circumstances, it “can more readily be built into mass movemen
or political parties.”
Hofstadter did not provide numbers to back up those conclusions. We do have some data on th
popularity of well-known conspiracy theories, though, and the results do not support his sweepin
claims. In 2006, a nationwide Scripps Howard survey indicated that 36 percent of the people polled—
minority but hardly a modest one—believed it “very” or “somewhat” likely that U.S. leaders ha
either allowed 9/11 to happen or actively plotted the attacks. 23 Theories about JFK’s assassinatio
aren’t a minority taste at all: Forty years after John F. Kennedy was shot, an ABC News poll showe
70 percent of the country believing a conspiracy was behind the president’s death. (In 1983, th
number of believers was an even higher 80 percent.)24 A 1996 Gallup Poll had 71 percent of th
country thinking that the government is hiding something about UFOs.25
To be sure, there is more to Hofstadter’s paranoid style than a mere belief in a conspiracy theor
And there’s a risk of reading too much into those answers: You can believe the government ha
covered up information related to UFOs without believing it’s hiding alien bodies in New Mexic
(You might, for example, think that some UFO witnesses encountered weapons tests that th
government would prefer not to acknowledge.) There is also a revised version of Hofstadter
argument that you sometimes hear, one that accepts that conspiracies are more popular than th
historian suggested but that still draws a line between the paranoia of the disreputable fringes and th
sobriety of the educated establishment. It’s just that the “fringe,” in this telling, turns out to be large
than the word implies.
But educated elites have conspiracy theories too. By that I do not mean that members of th

establishment sometimes embrace a disreputable theory—though that does happen. When Whi
House deputy counsel Vince Foster turned up dead during Bill Clinton’s term in office, sparking a
assortment of conspiracy tales, former president Richard Nixon told his personal assistant that th
“Foster suicide smells to high heaven.”26 Clinton himself, on being elected, asked his old friend an
future aide Webster Hubbell, “Hubb, if I put you over at Justice, I want you to find the answers to tw
questions for me. One, Who killed JFK? And two, Are there UFOs?” 27 But I mean something f
broader than that. You wouldn’t guess it from reading “The Paranoid Style,” but the center sometime
embraces en masse ideas that are no less paranoid than the views of the fringe.
Consider the phenomenon of the moral panic, a time when fear and hysteria are magnifie
distorted, and perhaps even created by influential social institutions. Though he didn’t coin the phras
the sociologist Stanley Cohen was the first to use it systematically, sketching the standard progressio
of a moral panic in 1972: “A condition, episode, person or group of persons emerges to becom
defined as a threat to societal values and interests; its nature is presented in a stylized an
stereotypical fashion by the mass media; the moral barricades are manned by editors, bishop
politicians and other right-thinking people; socially accredited experts pronounce their diagnoses an
solutions; ways of coping are evolved or (more often) resorted to; the condition then disappear
submerges or deteriorates and becomes more visible.”28 To illustrate the idea, Cohen examined th
uproar over two teen subcultures of early 1960s Britain, the rockers and the mods, and the
sometimes violent rivalry. In press accounts of the time, seaside towns were destroyed by warrin
gangs, with pitched battles fought in the streets. But the kids had actually stuck to insults and mino
vandalism until the media trumpeted their distorted account, inspiring an intense public concern, a
increased police presence, and, ironically, a new willingness among the mods and rockers to behav
the way they’d been described.
An essential feature of a moral panic is a folk devil, a figure the sociologist Erich Goode ha
defined as “an evil agent responsible for the threatening condition”29—typically a scapegoat who
not, in fact, responsible for the threat. The folk devil often takes the form of a conspiracy: a Satan
cult, a powerful gang, a backwoods militia, a white-slavery ring. (In the case of the rockers and mod
Cohen writes, the press sometimes claimed that their battles “were masterminded, perhaps by a sup
gang.”)30 Cohen’s case study is British, but there are plenty of American equivalents. One is th
antiprostitution panic of the early twentieth century, which featured lurid tales of a vast internation
white-slavery syndicate conscripting thousands of innocent girls each year into sexual service. A
influential book by a former Chicago prosecutor claimed, in the space of three paragraphs, that th
syndicate amounted to an “invisible government,” a “hidden hand,” and a “secret power,” and th
“behind our city and state governments there is an unseen power which controls them.”31
Coerced prostitution really did exist, but it was neither as prevalent nor as organized as the era
wild rhetoric suggested. Yet far from being consigned to a marginal minority movement, the scare le
to a major piece of national legislation, the Mann Act of 1910, and gave the first major boost in powe
to the agency that would later be known as the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Within a decade, th
Bureau would be extending its purview from alleged conspiracies of pimps to alleged conspiracies o
Communists, getting another boost in power in the process.32
Such stories are missing from Hofstadter’s account, which drew almost all of its examples fro
movements opposed to the “right-thinking people” Cohen described. The result was a distorted pictu
in which the country’s outsiders are possessed by fear and its establishment usually is not. The essa
had room, for example, for “Greenback and Populist writers who constructed a great conspiracy o
international bankers,”33 but it said nothing about the elites of the era who perceived Populism as th

product of a conspiracy. Hofstadter did not mention the assistant secretary of agriculture, Charles W
Dabney, who denounced William Jennings Bryan’s Populist-endorsed presidential campaign of 189
as a “cunningly devised and powerfully organized cabal.”34 Nor did he cite the respectable Republica
paper that reacted to the rise of the Union Labor Party, a proto-Populist group, with a series of bizarr
exposés claiming that an anarchist secret society controlled the party. “We have in our midst a secre
band who are pledged on oath to ‘sacrifice their bodies to the just vengeance of their comrades’ shou
they fail to obey the commands or keep the secrets of the order,” warned one article in 1888. 35 “Ho
shall we maintain our honored form of government, or protect life and property from assassination
the hands of these conspirators, if their dark and damning deeds are allowed to continue and b
perfected?” asked another.36 The paper kept up the drumbeat till election day.
Or consider this passage from Hofstadter:
This enemy seems to be on many counts a projection of the self: both the ideal and the
unacceptable aspects of the self are attributed to him. A fundamental paradox of the paranoid
style is the imitation of the enemy. The enemy, for example, may be the cosmopolitan
intellectual, but the paranoid will outdo him in the apparatus of scholarship, even of
pedantry. . . . Secret organizations set up to combat secret organizations give the same flattery.
The Ku Klux Klan imitated Catholicism to the point of donning priestly vestments, developing
an elaborate ritual and an equally elaborate hierarchy. The John Birch Society emulates
Communist cells and quasi-secret operation through “front” groups, and preaches a ruthless
prosecution of the ideological war along lines very similar to those it finds in the Communist
enemy. Spokesmen of the various Christian anti-Communist “crusades” openly express their
admiration for the dedication, discipline, and strategic ingenuity the Communist cause calls
forth.37

It is the most astute argument in the essay. But it never acknowledged that the same point applies t
much of Hofstadter’s elite audience.
There is a reason, after all, that Hofstadter’s article begins with a reference to “the extreme rig
wing.” In the early 1960s, the United States experienced a wave of alarm about the radical Right. Th
dread had been building throughout the Kennedy years and exploded after the president
assassination, which many people either blamed directly on the far Right or attributed to a
atmosphere of fear and division fed by right-wing rhetoric. By the time Hofstadter’s essay appeare
the “projection of the self” that he described was in full effect. Just as anti-Communists had mimicke
the Communists, anti-anti-Communists were emulating the Red-hunters.
In 1961, for example, Walter and Victor Reuther of the United Auto Workers wrote a twenty-four
page memo urging Attorney General Robert Kennedy to join “the struggle against the radical right.”
The letter, coauthored by the liberal attorney Joseph Rauh, called for Kennedy to deploy the Feder
Bureau of Investigation, the Internal Revenue Service, and the Federal Communications Commissio
against the enemy. By “the radical right,” the Reuthers and Rauh meant not just the Birchers and th
fundamentalist Christian Crusade but Senator Barry Goldwater and the libertarian William Volke
Fund. In Before the Storm, his study of Goldwater’s presidential campaign, the historian Ric
Perlstein described Group Research Incorporated, an operation funded by the Reuthers’ union, as “th
mirror image of the political intelligence businesses that monitored left-wingers in the 1950
identifying fellow-traveling organizations by counting the number of members and officers share
with purported Communist Party fronts. Group Research did the same thing, substituting the Joh

Birch Society for the reds.”39
Interestingly, the phrases that sounded so dangerous on the lips of the Right weren’t always s
different from the rhetoric of the Cold War liberals. Robert DePugh—the founder of the Minutemen,
paramilitary anti-Communist group of the 1960s—claimed to have been inspired by JFK’s own word
“We need a nation of Minutemen, citizens who are not only prepared to take up arms, but citizens wh
regard the preservation of freedom as a basic purpose of their daily life.” In Before the Storm
Perlstein noted that Kennedy “spoke often in these absolutist, apocalyptic terms.”40 When Hofstadt
sketched out the paranoid style, he listed an “apocalyptic and absolutistic framework” as one of i
characteristics. But he didn’t have the thirty-fifth president of the United States in mind.
When scholars and pundits aren’t claiming that paranoia is limited to the political extremes, the
sometimes claim that it’s a product of particularly harsh times—that a conspiracy panic might leav
the fringe and seize a large portion of the population, but only when the country is in turmoil. In 200
the conservative writer David Frum offered that explanation for the popularity of Glenn Beck, a righ
wing broadcaster with a fondness for conspiracy stories. “Conspiracy theories,” Frum wrote, “alway
flourish during economic downturns.”41
He’s right: They do flourish during economic downturns. But they also flourish during econom
upturns. Frum was specifically attacking Beck for his interest in the idea that the Federal Emergenc
Management Agency (FEMA) was building secret concentration camps, so it’s worth noting that th
very same fear was previously popular on the left during the booming eighties and on the right durin
the booming nineties. For the last few decades, elements of whatever party is out of power hav
worried that the party in power would turn fascist; the FEMA story was easily adapted to fit the ne
conditions. (Beck, I should note, wound up rejecting the FEMA theory.)
Even if you set aside purely partisan fears, the 1990s, a time of relative peace and prosperity, wer
also a golden age of both frankly fictional and allegedly true tales of conspiracy. There are man
reasons for this, including the not unsubstantial fact that even at its most peaceful, the United States
riven by conflicts. But there is also the possibility that peace breeds nightmares just as surely as stri
does. The anthropologist David Graeber has argued that “it’s the most peaceful societies which ar
also the most haunted, in their imaginative constructions of the cosmos, by constant specters o
perennial war.” 42 The Piaroa Indians of Venezuela, he wrote, “are famous for their peaceableness
but “they inhabit a cosmos of endless invisible war, in which wizards are engaged in fending off th
attacks of insane, predatory gods and all deaths are caused by spiritual murder and have to be avenge
by the magical massacre of whole (distant, unknown) communities.”43 Many middle-class blogge
leading comfortable lives spend their spare time in a similar subterranean universe.

This is a book about America’s demons. Many of those demons are imaginary, but all of them hav
truths to tell us. A conspiracy story that catches on becomes a form of folklore. It says something tru
about the anxieties and experiences of the people who believe and repeat it, even if it says nothing tru
about the objects of the theory itself.
Just as an animist treats natural forces as conscious spirits, many conspiracists treat social force
as conscious cabals. Real restraints on national sovereignty become a pending UN occupation. Lous
conditions in the ghetto become a genocidal plot against blacks. An ongoing increase in executiv
power becomes an imminent dictatorial coup. Even a less elaborate theory can play this allegoric
role. Take the idea that the football star O. J. Simpson was framed for the murder of his wife. Simpso
was probably guilty, but sometimes the police do frame suspects, and few would claim that innocen
black men never run into trouble with racist cops. For many African Americans, the Simpson cas

became more than one man’s encounter with the law. As the journalist Sam Smith wrote during th
trial, Simpson’s defense served “as the mythic translation of stories never allowed to be told. Th
stories that should have been on CNN but weren’t. Everything is true except the names, times an
places.”44
In the next few chapters I will lay out five primal myths that underlie America’s conspirac
folklore. By using the word myths, I don’t mean to suggest that these stories are never true. I mea
that they’re culturally resonant ideas that appear again and again when Americans communicate wit
one another: archetypes that can absorb all kinds of allegations, true or not, and arrange them into
familiar form. One is the Enemy Outside, who plots outside the community’s gates, and one is th
Enemy Within, comprising villainous neighbors who can’t easily be distinguished from friends. Ther
is the Enemy Above, hiding at the top of the social pyramid, and there is the Enemy Below, lurking a
the bottom. And then there is the Benevolent Conspiracy, which isn’t an enemy at all: a secret forc
working behind the scenes to improve people’s lives.45
Because these are tales of masks and puppeteers and events that are not what they initially seem
the cabals can shift their shapes over time. Plotters at the bottom of the social hierarchy are sudden
discovered to be manipulated by plotters at the top; or the plotters at the top turn out to be agents of
foreign conspiracy; or, conversely, it’s the foreign conspirators who are controlled by plotters a
home. In the 1960s, the John Birch Society, which had attracted notoriety by accusing eminen
Americans of being agents of international communism, changed course and started arguing th
international communism was controlled by powerful U.S. capitalists. The society also suggested th
black and student protesters in the United Sates were pawns of the same cabal, a setup the Birche
described as “pressure from above and pressure from below.” 46 And those shifts took place within th
worldview of a single organization. Conspiracy tales can change even more dramatically when a stor
leaks from one social group to another. Different people adopt and adapt these myths for their ow
needs, keeping the scaffolding of a story line in place while changing the content.47
There are few pure examples of those five core myths. But there are prototypical tales that tell us
lot about how each category functions. In the first half of the book, we will watch those stories tak
hold in early American history, and we will see some of the ways they have echoed through th
centuries that followed. In the second half, we’ll move from the deep end of history into the mo
recent past, watching those primal tales in action as Americans react to events from Watergate t
Waco to today. Throughout the book, we will also see the myths manifest themselves in stories that d
not pretend to be true—in fiction, film, television, songs, comics, games—and watch as those overt
imaginary tales influence accounts that are supposed to be accurate. We will also observe the rise o
an ironic style of American paranoia, a mind-set that is less interested in believing conspiracy theorie
than in playing with them.
But before we do any of that, I should make three things clear, both to prevent misunderstanding
and to distinguish my project from some of the other conspiracy books that are out there.
First: I’m not out to espouse or debunk any particular conspiracy theories. It would be absurd
deny that conspiracies can be real. Spies, terrorists, and mafias all exist. Alger Hiss really did engag
in espionage for the Soviet Union. The Central Intelligence Agency really did plan a series of coup
and assassinations. At the very moment that you’re reading this, someone somewhere is probabl
trying to bribe a politician. The world is filled with plots both petty and grand, though never a
enormous as the ancient cabals described in the most baroque conspiracy literature.
It will sometimes be obvious, as with John Smith Dye’s yarn about the plan to poison Jame
Buchanan, that I think a conspiracy story is untrue. There will also be times, particularly in chapter

when I discuss conspiracy stories that clearly were true. Often a theory will have elements of truth an
elements that are more fanciful. But this is ultimately a history of the things people believe, not a
assessment of whether those beliefs are accurate. This book has nothing to say about who killed th
Kennedys or what UFOs might be. It has plenty to say about the stories we tell about assassins an
aliens.
Second: This book isn’t exhaustive . Every significant event in U.S. history has inspired at least on
conspiracy theory, and plenty of insignificant events have done the same. I will describe a lot of them
but it would be impossible to cover them all. Still, if I’ve done my job, you will not simply come awa
from this book having learned about the stories I’ve told. You’ll come away with a tool kit that wi
help you make sense of the stories I didn’t tell, including the yarns that have yet to emerge.
Similarly, I will generally ignore the political paranoia found in the rest of the world, though I wi
occasionally cover a foreign story if it has had an influence on these shores. I do not believe that th
United States is unusually paranoid in comparison with other countries, and I’m sure a fine book cou
be written comparing and contrasting the conspiracy theories that flourish in America with the tale
told elsewhere. But this is not that book.
Finally: When I say paranoia, I’m not making a psychiatric diagnosis. I hope it’s obvious that I’m
using the word paranoia colloquially, not clinically. But it’s worth stressing the point, because there’
a long history of people using psychiatric terms to stigmatize political positions they oppose. I wish
better word than paranoia were available, but I don’t think such a term exists. (Conspiracism come
close, but it doesn’t quite cut it, since political paranoia can take the form of a dread that is broad
than the fear of a cabal.)
To his credit, Hofstadter insisted that he had “neither the competence nor the desire to classify an
figures of the past or present as certifiable lunatics,” adding that “the idea of the paranoid style wou
have little contemporary relevance or historical value if it were applied only to people wi
profoundly disturbed minds. It is the use of paranoid modes of expression by more or less norm
people that makes the phenomenon significant.”48 But you still can come away from his article wi
the sense that large swaths of the American past have just been put on the psychoanalyst’s couch. An
not every writer in his tradition has been as careful with his caveats as Hofstadter was. The same fa
t hat Harper’s published “The Paranoid Style,” with its opening declaration that “the Goldwat
movement” showed “how much political leverage can be got out of the animosities and passions of
small minority,” Fact magazine announced that “1,189 Psychiatrists Say Goldwater Is Psychological
Unfit to Be President!”49 Naturally, those irresponsible diagnoses from afar included the claim th
the candidate had “a paranoid personality.”
Like Hofstadter, I’m not limiting my scope to certifiable lunatics. Unlike Hofstadter, I’m no
limiting my scope to minority movements either. By the time this book is over, I should hope it wi
be clear that when I say virtually everyone is capable of paranoid thinking, I really do mean virtual
everyone, including you, me, and the founding fathers. As the sixties scare about the radical Righ
demonstrates, it is even possible to be paranoid about paranoids.
And to illustrate that last possibility, I’ll tell one more story before we plunge into those prim
myths.

On October 30, 1938, at 8 P.M., the CBS radio network transmitted “The War of the Worlds,” a specia
Halloween edition of The Mercury Theatre on the Air . The broadcast, directed and narrated by Orso
Welles, was based on H. G. Wells’s famous novel about a Martian invasion of Earth, but the actio
was moved from Victorian England to contemporary New Jersey. The first half of the story jettisone

the usual format of a radio play and adopted a more adventurous form: a live concert interrupted b
ever more frightening bulletins. It was and is a brilliant and effective drama, but the broadcast
famous today for reasons that go well beyond its artistic quality.
You might think you know this story. In popular memory, hordes of listeners mistook a scienc
fiction play for an actual alien invasion, setting off a mass panic. That’s the tale told in one of th
most frequently cited accounts of the evening, a 1940 study by the social psychologist Hadley Cantri
“For a few horrible hours,” Cantril wrote, “people from Maine to California thought that hideou
monsters armed with death rays were destroying all armed resistance sent against them; that there wa
simply no escape from danger; that the end of the world was near. . . . Long before the broadcast ha
ended, people all over the United States were praying, crying, fleeing frantically to escape death fro
the Martians. Some ran to rescue loved ones. Others telephoned farewells or warnings, hurried
inform neighbors, sought information from newspapers or radio stations, summoned ambulances an
police cars.” At least six million people heard the broadcast, Cantril claimed, and “at least a million o
them were frightened or disturbed.”50
The truth was more mundane but also more interesting. There were indeed listeners wh
apparently missing the initial announcement that the story was fiction, took the show at face value an
believed a real invasion was under way. It is not clear, though, that they were any more common tha
the people today who mistake satires in The Onion for real newspaper reports. Cantril’s numbers ar
dubious, and the people interviewed in his book were not a representative sample of the populatio
“Nobody died of fright or was killed in the panic, nor could any suicides be traced to the broadcast
the media scholar Michael Socolow noted. “Hospital emergency-room visits did not spike, no
surprisingly, did calls to the police outside of a select few jurisdictions. The streets were neve
flooded with a terrified citizenry. . . . Telephone lines in New York City and a few other cities wer
jammed, as the primitive infrastructure of the era couldn’t handle the load, but it appears that almo
all the panic that evening was as ephemeral as the nationwide broadcast itself, and not nearly a
widespread. That iconic image of the farmer with a gun, ready to shoot the aliens? It was staged fo
Life magazine.”51
Of the people who did mistake the fictional news bulletins for real reports, a portion were under th
impression that the invaders were not extraterrestrials but Germans, a less implausible scenario. Eve
the spikes in telephone calls didn’t necessarily represent public panic. The press critic W. Josep
Campbell has pointed out that the calls could be “an altogether rational response of people wh
neither panicked nor became hysterical, but sought confirmation or clarification from external source
generally known to be reliable.” Campbell added that the call volume must also have included “peop
who telephoned friends and relatives to talk about the unusual and clever program they had ju
heard.”52
If Welles’s broadcast derived some of its impact from Americans’ anxieties about internationa
tensions, the exaggerated reports about the response have persisted because they speak to another s
of fears. After the play aired, the prominent political commentator Walter Lippmann took th
opportunity to warn against “crowds that drift with all the winds that blow, and are caught up at last i
the great hurricanes,” adding that those “masses without roots” and their “volcanic and hysteric
energy” are “the chaos in which the new Caesars are born.”53 As Socolow put it, the legend of th
Mars panic “cemented a growing suspicion that skillful artists—or incendiary demagogues—cou
use communications technology to capture the consciousness of the nation.”54
To capture consciousness: what a chilling image. It’s an idea that appears when dissidents war
that our leaders are using the mass media to brainwash us. But you can also find the fear among thos

leaders themselves, who have a long history of fretting over the influence of any new medium o
communication. If Orson Welles was cast as a wizard with the power to cloud men’s minds, hi
listeners were imagined as a mindless mob easily misled by a master manipulator. The social order
disrupted; riots are sparked from afar.
The “War of the Worlds” story is usually told as a parable about popular hysteria—of a sudde
spike in the sort of fear that Hofstadter’s essay decried. But at least as much, it is a parable about eli
hysteria—of the antipopulist anxiety that Hofstadter’s essay exemplifies. No history of America
paranoia can be complete unless it includes the latter.

2
THE DEVIL IN THE WILDERNESS

Indians were the first people to stand in American history as emblems of disorder, civilize
breakdown, and alien control. . . . The series of Red scares that have swept the country since the 1870
have roots in the original red scares.
—Michael Paul Rogin

Here’s the story:

Satan got here first. He knew he was losing ground to God as the Gospel spread through the O
World, so he “drew a Colony out of some of those barbarous Nations dwelling upon the Norther
Ocean” and promised the pagans “a Countrey far better than their own.”2 Those disciples became th
Indians, and with those savages as his servants Satan established an empire in the America
wilderness. And there, “like a dragon,” the dark lord waited, “keeping a guard upon the spacious an
mighty orchards of America.”3
When Christian settlers eventually arrived, they found “a World in every Nook whereof, the dev
is encamped,” his “Bands of Robbers” ready to menace the European arrivals. The American air wa
“fill’d with Fiery flying serpents,” and there were “incredible Droves of Devils in our way”;4 hosti
Indian tribes were led by “ministers of Satan,” all “actuated by the Angel of the bottomless pit.” 5 Th
Puritans established their colonies, and they did all they could to keep Satan beyond their walls. B
the Devil’s Indians constantly conspired against them.
Some Indians were more than the Devil’s pawns: They were devils in disguise. After one clas
with the natives and their French Catholic allies, the influential minister Cotton Mather suggested th
some of the shadowy figures firing on his countrymen were not men but “daemons in the shape o
armed Indians and Frenchmen.”6 You thought you were watching a western, but that was just a mask
It was a horror movie all along.
You’re never quite safe from the Enemy Outside, even when you’re at home. And when you leav
your home, you take your life and soul into your hands. From 1682 onward, the American colonie
saw a flood of captivity narratives, printed accounts by settlers who had been held prisoner by th
natives. In the archetypal captivity story, as the literary historian Richard Slotkin described it,
a single individual, usually a woman, stands passively under the strokes of evil, awaiting rescue
by the grace of God. . . . In the Indian’s devilish clutches, the captive had to meet and reject the
temptation of Indian marriage and/or the Indian’s “cannibal” Eucharist. To partake of the

Indian’s love or his equivalent of bread and wine was to debase, to un-English the very soul.7

To be un-Englished: to be made alien. The Devil built his New World, Mather said, by “seducin
the first inhabitants of America into it.”8 Given a chance, he would seduce the new Americans as wel
The Puritans were aware of those dangers when John Sassamon arrived in the New England town o
Marshfield one December day in 1674. Sassamon was no stranger to the colonists. He was a Christia
convert from the Massachuset tribe, and he had served the English as an interpreter. He had eve
attended Harvard for a spell in the 1650s. But this wasn’t a social call. He had grave news for Josia
Winslow, the governor of Plymouth Colony.
Sassamon had just been to the camp of the Wampanoag leader known as Philip, he told th
governor. He had heard something terrible: Philip was plotting to combine his forces with the othe
tribes in the area and to lead an assault on the English. The colonists were in danger, and so, Sassamo
added, was he.
It wasn’t the first time such a story had circulated about Philip. In 1667, some members of his trib
had informed the English that he was plotting an attack. He had defended himself by claiming th
their story was itself an Indian conspiracy, aimed at undermining Philip’s power and manipulating th
colonists. The Puritan authorities had accepted his explanation that time. They were less trusting
1671, when they again heard that Philip was planning for war. That time, Philip was forced t
surrender his weapons and pay a fine.
But in 1675, Winslow dismissed Sassamon’s story. Increase Mather—Cotton’s father—would late
offer an explanation for why the warning had been disregarded: It had come from an Indian, “and on
can hardly believe them,” even “when they speak truth.”9 Sassamon was sent on his way.
It was the last time any Englishman would see him alive. Sassamon disappeared that day, settin
off for the village of Namasket but never arriving. On January 29, 1675, his body was found under th
ice of Assawompset Pond. The colonists concluded that he had been murdered, noting that his nec
had been broken in a way that suggested someone had deliberately twisted it. An Indian witness cam
forward to swear that he had seen three Wampanoag assassins killing the informer and concealing h
body under the ice.
Or that’s the story, anyway.

The allegations in that tale operate on two different scales. At one end you have the mysterious deat
of John Sassamon, which may well have been a genuine murder committed by a genuine conspirac
At the other end there is the legend of Satan and the Indians, a story that is larger, more mythic, and t
modern eyes offensive and absurd.
This distinction will become familiar as we move through American history. There are conspirac
theories about particular crimes, many of which are plausible and some of which are true, and the
are grander visions of long cosmic struggles, which might resonate on a metaphoric level but do n
have much empirical grounding. It will always be possible to accept one of the smaller theories whi
rejecting a larger theory associated with it, and it will usually be possible to do the reverse. Believin
that Philip was behind the death of John Sassamon did not require you to believe that Satan wa
behind the activities of Philip, and believing that Satan was directing Indian conspiracies did n
require you to believe in any particular plot by the Indians.
Let’s start with the smaller allegations. In this case, that means starting with uncertainty. To thi
day, it is unclear whether Sassamon’s death was an accident or an assassination. If it was a
assassination, it is unclear whether the three Indians accused of the crime were guilty. If they wer

guilty, it is unclear whether Philip, who denied all involvement, was a party to the crime. “After yea
of Philip’s appearing relatively ineffectual in controlling the English,” the historian James Davi
Drake pointed out, “some Wampanoags, especially male youths, undoubtedly would have bee
tempted to take matters into their own hands.”10
Today a Kennedy assassination theorist can spend a lifetime poring over autopsy photos of th
president’s head wounds. In 1675, Sassamon did not receive an autopsy at all, and no official record o
the inquest into his death was made; if you have questions about, say, the condition of his broke
neck, you’re out of luck.11 Meanwhile, the prosecution’s star witness, a Christian Indian, owed mone
to the three men he fingered as the culprits—a fact leading some historians, though hardly all,
doubt his testimony.
Nor is it clear what to make of the plot that Sassamon allegedly uncovered at Philip’s camp. Wa
he telling the truth about what he had heard, or was he spreading false reports for his own reasons
Sassamon was a former aide to Philip who had established a power base of his own, and even befo
his mission to Marshfield some of the Wampanoag considered him disloyal and deceitful. And it wa
not unprecedented for an Indian to extract assistance from the English by dishonestly accusing oth
natives of plots against the colonists.12
A reasonable person can read the surviving evidence and conclude that John Sassamon wa
probably the victim of a conspiracy. Another reasonable person can read the same evidence an
conclude that he probably wasn’t. In 1675, a New England jury concluded that he was. The allege
assassins were executed. Within three days there were rumors of Philip’s men taking up arms, an
within three weeks the Wampanoag were battling settlers in the town of Swansea. It was the beginnin
of King Philip’s War, one of the bloodiest chapters in American history—a war more lethal, i
proportion to population, than any other conflict involving either the English colonies or th
independent United States.
In wartime, the fear of conspiracy grew still stronger. On September 11, a Rhode Island settle
relayed a rumor that “all the Indians were in combination and confederacie to exterpate and root o
the English.”13 This was surely untrue, given that many tribes, having their own differences with th
Wampanoag, took the colonists’ side in the war. But with such suspicions we have started our trans
out of the territory of ordinary empirical claims and into the realm of cultural myth, where th
competing interests of real-world Indians are obscured by the image of “all the Indians.”
It’s just a short jump from there to that larger scale of cosmic conflict. At one point in the war, on
New England writer claimed that the Indian enemy, by “worshipping the Devil,” had been able t
conjure “a most violent Storm of Wind and Rain, the like was never known before.” 14 The vestiges o
such folk beliefs persisted for longer than you might expect. Nearly a century later, th
Congregationalist minister Ezra Stiles—a cofounder of Brown University and later the president o
Yale—casually included this detail in a description of Philip’s attack on the town of Bridgewate
“[T]he Devil appeared in the Shape of a Bear walking on his 2 hind feet; the Indians all followed hi
& drew off. The Indians said if the Appearance had been a Deer they would have destroyed the who
Town & all the English.”15
The idea that Indians were Devil worshippers was common among the settlers, and not just in th
English colonies. In sixteenth-century Chiapas, ruled by Spain, when the local bishop learned th
some of the area’s Indians had maintained elements of their old religion, he construed the worshippe
as a clandestine coven of witches, writing that they were “giving cult to the Devil and plotting again
our Christian religion.”16 (The secret sect’s beliefs, he added, resembled those of the Spanish heretic
known as the Alumbrados, or Illuminati.) The notion that Satan had brought the Indians to Americ

was advanced by the English theologian Joseph Mede, and in New England it was repeated by two o
the most important figures in Puritan politics: William Hubbard, who found “the greatest probabilit
of truth”17 in Mede’s account; and Cotton Mather, whose history of New England included his ow
version of the story.
Not everyone agreed. Some settlers even thought that the Indians were the lost tribes of Israe
giving them godly rather than demonic origins. But that relatively benign theory still made th
mistake of looking to the legends of the Old World to explain the people of the New. European
having landed on strange shores, viewed what they found through the lenses of the worldviews the
imported, and that sometimes led to deep misunderstandings of the cultures they encountered. Th
New England Indians’ tales of a Creator were often seen, the anthropologist William Simmons wrot
“as mistaken, confused, and desiccated vestiges of the Christian God.” Other spirits were believed
be the Devil, and powwows were perceived as Satanic ceremonies.18 Some colonists managed
mistake puberty rites for ritual child sacrifice.19
Such cultural projection wasn’t limited to the religious realm. The settlers tended to imagine the
own social structures among the natives, mistaking decentralized networks for centralized state
loose alliances for empires, an influential Indian for a grand conspirator. The fighting that broke out
1675 is called “King Philip’s War,” but Philip was actually a sachem, not a king; the Europeans had n
exact counterpart of that position, and they didn’t always understand that the person who held it d
not have anything akin to absolute authority in his own village, let alone outside it. Because colonis
“feared organized Indian conspiracies,” Drake argued, they “probably attributed greater unity to th
Wampanoags than the circumstances warranted. The label ‘King Philip’s War’ suggests a
organization and structure for the conflict that is unsupported by evidence.” Philip the purporte
puppeteer “had quite possibly lost control by 1675,” Drake added. And even if he really was behin
Sassamon’s death, “much of what ensued over the next fourteen months was out of his control.” 20 Th
war itself dragged on in some places for a year after Philip died.
When the English exaggerated Philip’s power, they were enacting another familiar pattern, one tha
the historian Jeffrey Pasley has called “the myth of the superchief.” From the first English colony
Roanoke to the closing of the frontier, Pasley wrote, “serious or widespread Indian resistance wa
usually attributed by Europeans and later chroniclers to the machinations of some preternatural
brilliant, all-powerful” leader. Often, “a widespread conflict was blamed on someone who was reall
only a major figure in some critical early encounter, or promoted himself as the primary conspirato
in a later treaty with the white authorities.”21
But even imaginary cabals can have real effects. In the early 1640s, in the wake of the Pequot Wa
dubious rumors of Indian plots helped inspire the creation of the New England Confederation, the fir
union of English colonies in the New World. The resulting regime remained in place for fou
decades.22 And while King Philip’s War raged, the fear of a vast Indian conspiracy—in one colonist’
words, a “universall Combination of the Indians”23—had dreadful consequences for those natives wh
thought they had joined the colonists’ community. In August 1675, the Massachusetts Counc
confined all Christian natives to “praying towns,” fourteen villages of Indian converts that had bee
set up over the previous two and a half decades. In October, the government rounded up at least fiv
hundred Christian Indians and interned them on Deer Island in Boston Harbor.
More than half of the Deer Island prisoners died that winter. Several of the remainder wer
enslaved. And still that wasn’t enough for certain settlers, so convinced were they that all the Indian
were in league with one another. After some Nipmuc warriors burned the town of Medfield, th
magistrate Daniel Gookin reported sadly, it “gave opportunity to the vulgar to cry out, ‘Oh, come, l

us go down to Deer Island, and kill all the praying Indians.’ They could not come at the enem
Indians, for they were too crafty and subtle for the English; therefore they would have wreaked the
rage upon the poor unarmed Indians our friends.”24

The fact that whole towns could be filled with native converts to Christianity cuts against the idea th
the Indians and the English lived in diametrically opposed worlds. So does the fact that sever
unconverted tribes took the colonists’ side in the war. So does the fact that Harvard allowed Joh
Sassamon to study there, and that Harvard’s 1650 charter described it as a place for “the education o
English and Indian youth.”25 So does the fact that an Indian known to his people as Wassausmo
would answer to the name “John Sassamon” in the first place; and, for that matter, that a sachem
called Metacom would adopt the name “Philip.” Behind those black-and-white tales of the Enem
Outside lay a much messier reality, one where English and Indian worlds overlapped, settlers an
natives found common ground, and there was an ongoing process of assimilation and exchange.
When I use the word assimilation, I don’t simply mean that Indians adopted European ways. Th
colonists absorbed a lot from the Indians too. When the men who built the colonies feared the frontie
they were afraid of more than just Indian attacks. They knew that frontier life lured people away fro
the discipline of life in a Puritan town, and they were concerned that men and women of Europea
descent might feel the pull of the Indian’s ways, which they associated with sexual license an
spiritual degeneration.
Thanks to the land available in the wilderness, Increase Mather complained, people “that profe
themselves Christians have forsaken Churches, and Ordinances.” Away from strong social control
frontiersmen put worldly self-interest above their devotion to God, trading arms with the Indian
without any thought for the greater good. “[W]ould ever men have sold Guns, and Powder, and Sho
to such faithless and bloody creatures, if a lust of Covetousness had not too far prevailed with them?
Mather asked.26 “How many that although they are Christians in name, are no better then Heathens
heart, and in Conversation? How many Families that live like profane Indians without any Fami
prayer?” Whole towns, he declared, “have lived from year to year, without any publick Invocation o
the Name of God, and without his Word.”27
Those anxieties were fuel for the Puritans’ paranoia. When societies are still acquiring a sense o
identity, Slotkin suggests, “the simplest means of defining or expressing the sense of such a norm
by rejecting some other group whose character is deemed to be the opposite.”28 For many Ne
Englanders, the Indians filled that role, with the undisciplined, Indianized frontiersmen forming
potential fifth column. The temptations of native culture had to be resisted, and clear lines we
needed between the community of the devout and the hostile outer world.29
The Puritans weren’t the only colonists struggling with the Enemy Outside. The fear of unlike
Indian conspiracies flared up in settlements ranging from Quaker Pennsylvania to Anglican Virgini
In 1689, it sparked a revolution in Maryland.
A Protestant rebellion in England had deposed the Catholic king James II just a year before. I
Maryland—the only colony in English America to be ruled by Catholics, though it had
predominantly Protestant population—a rumor started to circulate that “the great men of Marylan
hath hired the Seneca Indians to kill the protestants.”30 Ten thousand Seneca Indians were said to b
gathering at the head of the Patuxent River; when that army turned out to be a fiction, a new repo
claimed that nine thousand were gathered at the mouth of the river and another nine hundred ha
already invaded a settlement. One man swore that he had overheard some drunken Eastern Sho
Indians blabbing that a man on the Provincial Council had hired them to attack the colonists. Th

rumors cooled down for a spell when the invasion didn’t materialize, only to flare up again when th
colony’s government failed to recognize the new king and queen of England. A Protestant agitato
named John Coode raised an army, seized the State House, and installed himself as the new governo
of Maryland.31 The colony then banned Catholic worship, a restriction that would not be lifted unt
after the American Revolution.
As with the French soldiers who bedeviled Cotton Mather, this was a case of an alleged allianc
between the Indians and a white foe. Usually such alliances involved one Enemy Outside joinin
forces with another. The Maryland rumors were different in that they combined the Enemy Outsid
with a cabal in the highest reaches of the government—in our terms, the Enemy Above. The fear o
the Indian/Catholic conspiracy had at least as much to do with resentment of Maryland’s autocrat
regime as it did with the fear of an external attack. A similar tale took hold around the same time i
the Dominion of New England: An unpopular governor, Edmund Andros, was accused of conspirin
with the Wabanaki, deliberately sending white troops to be slaughtered by the Indians. (In on
soldier’s words, his comrades wondered whether Andros had “brought them theither to be a sacrific
to their heathen Adversaries.”) 32 As in Maryland, such reports fed a revolt, and in 1689 Andros wa
deposed.
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